


ABOUT YCF

Yuva Chintana Foundation (YCF) is a Bangalore-based non-profit organisation that has been

working in the domain of education, empowerment and the arts for ten years. In this time, we

have built a strong network of teacher-facilitators across the state of Karnataka in over 11

districts, prepared over 5000 girls and 3000 boys in STEM by fostering a 21st century mindset and

encouraging them to start working towards their dream careers and aspirations. YCF worked with

vulnerable and marginalised members of the community who lost their jobs due to the COVID

lockdown that began in 2020, and helped disenfranchised communities talk about their identities

through their new found professions, among other things.

In each of our various programmes we have sought to engage with communities through all

three domains of our organisation—to learn new things with the spirit of wonder and

amazement that a child has, to develop skills that empower and uplift us and to express and

articulate observations of things that happen to us through the arts. The arts are an integral part

of everything that we do and is woven through all our activities as an organisation.

VISION

To create a society of individuals who approach everything they do with a spirit of youthfulness

and optimism and who work towards the collective good of humanity as a whole.

MISSION

To help individuals grow out of rigid patterns of thinking and behaving through the wonder they

experience when given opportunities to learn new skills and live life in new ways.

GOVERNING PRINCIPLES

YCF celebrates the spirit of youth—youthful energy and thinking. We believe in the spirit of play,

inquiry, adventure and learning and we channel this energy into much of the work we do as an

organisation. We perceive the changes that take place around us not as threats but as

opportunities for new learning.

INTRODUCTION

It gives me great pleasure to present our annual report for 2020-21. This has been an important

year for us. We have successfully completed a number of projects under each of our three

domains--education, empowerment & employability and the arts. We have forged new

partnerships with the government, increasing the impact of our work. We have built a network

of resources with whom we can work with on our various projects. In short, we have

consolidated our presence and have reached a position of strength from which we look forward

to increasing the scale and scope of our work.

The lockdown implemented last year significantly affected our efforts to conduct outreach

activities in schools. Most of our initiatives are being conducted online. This has proven to be a

blessing in disguise because it has meant that our facilitators and students have been

encouraged to work exclusively with digital platforms and mediums to conduct research and

express their ideas and opinions. This has led to the flourishing of digital literacy and a culture of

working online, which did not exist before.

We are proud to announce the launch of our Janayatri programme for women’s empowerment in

the city of Mysore. We have successfully trained 20+ drivers (In this chapter, both women and



men) and we are currently working to get them their commercial driving license so that they can

start taking passengers.

Under our arts programme we were invited to submit a detailed project report (DPR) towards

curating and designing a heritage centre consisting of a museum, a solar park, a travelling exhibit

and a festival space for the Hutti Gold Mines Company Limited in Raichur to help promote

tourism in the region.

EDUCATION

Figure 1: Students making a presentation on a computer at Adarsha Vidhyalaya School in Yadgir District as

part of the roll-out of Intel’s AI for Schools curriculum



In 2020, YCF spearheaded two major education programmes in the state of Karnataka—the IBM

STEM for Girls (SFG) programme and the Intel AI for Schools programme. Under both, they

worked with students from government schools across Karnataka to provide them with skills and

opportunities that improved their digital literacy and prepared them for the

technology-dependent workplaces of the future.

This is the second year of IBM’s SFG programme. In 2019-20, the focus of the programme was on

capacity building and the creation of the right environment for government officials, teachers

and students to be receptive to new approaches of teaching and learning. Our focus was on

expanding SFG’s reach to as many schools as possible, establishing a working team in each

district and introducing students to the overarching principles of the three-year programme.

In 2020-21, schools closed down as a result of the COVID pandemic and the focus of the

programme shifted to setting up a culture of online teaching and learning, which came with a

number of challenges—poor student participation, poor student access to a smartphone and

facilitator training on conducting more impactful online classes, among other things. Despite

these challenges, we conducted a number of activities this year including a training exercise with

Head Masters from Karnataka Residential Education Institutions Society (KREIS) schools on the

importance of adopting varied virtual engagement strategies; a series of Role Model Interaction

(RMI) sessions with five pioneering women—Anuradha T K, P V Sneha, Kavita Mishra, Prajval

Shastri and Sowmyashree Hiremath; 20 virtual sessions across two months with students of

KREIS schools; four immersive sessions on pursuing STEM careers and other opportunities post

senior secondary education by Dr Sadanand who has a background in agricultural science and

technology; a hands-on session on computational thinking by creative technologist Mathura

Govindarajan and Rohit, a hands-on workshop for STEM pathway girls which featured science kits

that helped students understand the basics of circuit building; and physical interactions with

students from 61 KREIS schools and a handful of DoE schools across Karnataka.

YCF joined forces with the government to run Vataara Shaales under the Vidyagama initiative in

Yadgir and Gulbarga.  This initiative encouraged facilitators to go into villages where digital access

was negligible ensuring small groups of students are supported with continued learning in open

spaces, while maintaining social distancing protocols. Vataara Shaales ran from August to

November 2020 as the COVID-19 spread across the state. This created a space for students to

pursue a curriculum that was different from what they did in school. It allowed YCF facilitators to

use their creativity to teach concepts. It gave the community an opportunity to witness what

their children were studying. Students participated in SFG workshops that helped them

understand their identity and helped them notice the stereotypes and prejudices in society that

shaped their lives. They were given a chance to use a laptop for the first time in their lives.

Facilitators were encouraged to create Project Based Learning modules based on projects that

they had tested out themselves that they would later conduct with their students.

YCF facilitators designed projects to encourage students to:

1) create career cards by conducting extensive research on the job prospects and relevant

courses available in a specific region of a career the student is interested in;

2) conduct an electrical energy audit of their energy consumption at home so they know how

electricity is billed and which devices use the most electricity;

3) teach students the science behind pipe composters;

4) build water heaters;

5) build water purifiers and



6) build biogas units, among other things.

If not for the pandemic, the Vataara Shaale experiment could have led to the flourishing of an

alternative education space, one where teachers were not bound by the compulsions of their

syllabus and students could explore their curiosity. We hope the conversation around these

alternative education spaces is taken up once again, after the threat of the pandemic reduces.

Intel’s AI for Schools curriculum is a five-month long course that teaches artificial intelligence to

students of class 8 and 9 in CBSE schools. This curriculum has only ever been taught to children

from an urban background. YCF in association with Workbench Projects Innovation Foundation

(WPIF) is piloting the roll-out of this curriculum in four government schools—two in Bangalore

and two in Yadgir District. The planning for the course began in February 2021 with an

orientation of the four teacher-facilitators and two regional coordinators followed by the

identification of schools that would participate in this exercise and the onboarding of students

with the creation of a database of all 666 of them (349 from Bangalore Rural and 317 from

Yadgir). Classes began in March. Students learnt about artificial intelligence and the AI design

cycle from problem scoping, data collection, research and analysis to modelling and prototyping.

They learnt about the different technologies that are used to create AI (Natural Language

Processing, Computer Vision and Neural Networks). They learnt about how to observe their

environment closely and understand it through the lens of the United Nations’ Social

Development Goals. This helped them identify a problem that they wanted to build an AI

solution for. In 2021-22, they will work on their own presentations based on the research they

have conducted on the problem they have chosen. They will also work towards a final project of

which ten will be selected for prototyping.

ACTIVITIES COMPLETED

Training exercise with HMs of KREIS schools

Quest Alliance with the support of YCF organised a four-day workshop from June 8 to June 11,

2021 for HMs from KREIS schools across Karnataka on The Importance of Virtual Engagement.

120 people participated in the workshop where they were taught the basics of online learning,

such as how to open a Gmail account, how to operate MS Teams, Google Meet, Google Duo,

Google Classroom and Skype. They were introduced to social media—Telegram and WhatsApp.

Finally, they were taught how to use YouTube to source interesting videos for their classes and to

use applications like Jam Board to initiate discussions among their students.

Virtual SFG workshops for students of KREIS schools

More than 350 students of KREIS schools across Karnataka consistently participated in 20 virtual

workshops on life skills, 21st century skills, gender stereotypes, digital literacy, coding and

choosing a STEM career path over two months in September and October..

Role Model Interaction

YCF invited five women from diverse fields to share their insights with students from all the

schools involved in the SFG programme. Anuradha T K, scientist and former director of SATCOM

spoke on 29th August 2020. P V Sneha, Superintendent of Police, Lokayuktha, Mysore spoke on

26th September 2020. Kavita Mishra spoke in the month of October 2020 on the role played by

women in developing new approaches to farming and agriculture. Prajval Shastri, astrophysicist,

ISRO spoke on 19th December 2020. Sowmyashree Hiremath, gold medallist in Computational

Numerical Method and a writer spoke on 23rd January 2021. All the speakers talked about their

life, inspirations and insights. Students were particularly interested in what Sowmyashree had to

say because she is much younger than the others and is a skilful orator. Leading up to the



interaction, students were given a number of hands-on activities to warm them up such as

making model satellites or sharing photographs and illustrations of what agriculture meant to

them. They submitted these artefacts before each session and their response was overwhelming.

Outreach

Session Pre-session
activity

In Session

Ms Anuradha TK, Indian scientist and Retd.
Director - SATCOM, of the Indian Space Research
Organisation

300 Responses 960 live and
32,000  views
on YouTube up
to date.

Ms.PV Sneha, Superintendent of Police-
Lokayuktha, Mysore

500 Responses 608 live and
6000  views
on YouTube up
to date.

Mrs.Kavita Mishra, a renowned progressive farmer
in Karnataka with a Diploma in Computer Science
and Post Graduation in Sociology.

600 Responses 680  live and
3000 views on
YouTube up to
date.

Prajval Shastri, an astrophysicist at the Indian
Institute of Astrophysics, Bangalore. She got her
PhD from the Tata Institute of Fundamental
Research.

400 Responses
668 live and
1.700 YouTube
views up to
date.

Mrs SowmyaShree Hiremath, a gold medalist in
Computational Numerical Methods. She is also a
renowned writer and orator and has received
several awards for her literary works. Children were
inspired to listen to a young achiever. They gave a
lot of appreciation in the chatbox.

250 Responses 463 live and
1900 YouTube
views up to
date.

Session on careers in STEM and more

Dr. Sadananda, who has a background in Agricultural Science and Technology, conducted a series

of sessions to help students identify which STEM career path could lead them to opportunities

beyond the mainstream. He informed them of the multiple choices they had before them, giving

them insight into the range of careers that exist post senior secondary schools and the several

national and state open exams.

Hands-on session on computational thinking

Mathura Govindarajan and Rohit conducted three sessions on computational thinking where

they demonstrated various models. Mathura is a creative technologist and a fellow of the Tisch

School of Art in New York, who has started a space in Bangalore called Paper Crane Lab for

students to do hands-on activities that get them interested in STEM subjects. Rohit is an

engineer who has completed his MTech.

Science hands-on workshop for girls showing promise in STEM Pathways to Careers



Figure 2: Hands-on circuits workshop for students

from KREIS Schools

Science kits along with manuals were sent to

students in class 10 across all 61 KREIS schools

under the SFG programme in Karnataka. YCF

implemented the first hands-on circuital

project workshop for these students.

Physical interaction with students in KREIS

schools

YCF facilitators conducted offline sessions with

85%  students between February and March

2021 from KREIS schools to keep them

engaged with the SFG programme.

Computational thinking and scratch revisions

were conducted at these schools.

Offline workshops on AI for Intel with four

government schools

Four facilitators conducted workshops with

students from Chennakeshava High School,

and Karnataka Public School Uttarahalli in Bangalore and Adarsha Vidhyalaya, Shahpur and

Government High School, Darshanapur in Yadgir District. Students did activities such as imagining

their dream home of the future, making a chart on their understanding of AI and making charts

on the UN’s SDG goals. Our coordinators carried out three classroom observations in Bangalore

and seven in Yadgir to understand how students were responding to the curriculum and to help

the facilitators overcome challenges.

Facilitation at Vataara Shaales for students of DoE Schools

Figure 3: Facilitators teach students how to use a laptop at a Vataara Shaale in Yadgir district



We facilitated SFG workshops and lessons in 20 Vataaras (communities) that were open to the

Vataara Shaale model of teaching and learning under the Vidyagama initiative, GoK.

Project Based Learning training for facilitators

Figure 4: Water

heater designed by

Shrikant Chavan

from Yadgir District

20 facilitators

received online

training on how to

conduct project

based learning

activities with

their students.

They were

encouraged to

come up with

their own project

ideas, which were

developed with

the help of

external experts.

EMPOWERMENT

Figure 5: A Janayatri-trained driver who is now a delivery associate for Amazon



Towards the end of 2019, YCF also launched its Janayatri programme, an empowerment and

employability initiative that reached out to women, particularly those who were single parents.

Through Janayatri, YCF had hoped to teach women how to drive so that they could provide last

mile connectivity to passengers who used the metro and who wanted to go home. These women

were taught how to drive a three-wheeler. While procuring their license to drive these vehicles, it

was discovered that they needed to have driven a commercial vehicle for a year at the very least

before they could apply for a commercial driving licence. In order to give these drivers the

commercial driving experience they needed, YCF encouraged its team members to create a small

business group, called Value Added Mobility Solutions (VAMS), which provides last mile logistics

services to e-commerce companies. Their first big client is Amazon. From a team of 6 drivers, this

initiative has grown to include 60+ drivers, comprising both men and women from marginalised

communities who work as delivery associates.

In 2021, YCF launched Janayatri in Mysore district. It sent out a call for applications in the press

and training commenced on 5th March. The call had an overwhelming response of 60+

candidates attending the program orientation from which 30 were shortlisted to undergo the 21

days training supported by CSRBox, Ahmedabad.

ACTIVITIES COMPLETED

Launch of Janayatri in Mysore

Janayatri began its Mysore chapter by initiating a 21-day training session with 30 candidates with

the aim of creating micro entrepreneurs. This session consisted of training on how to drive a

three-wheeler and provided them with life skills such as how to use technology to help equip

them for their work. On completion of the training, YCF helped them apply for valid licenses as

well as offered guidance on how they could start their micro entrepreneurial journey in a field of

their interest. YCF also provided them with market linkages in the tourism, farm-to-fork, mobile

advertisements and logistics sectors. With the pandemic, the team awaits the sector to

overcome the challenging times to take the candidates to the project fruition.

ARTS



Figure 6: A depiction of Hiranyagarbha, the celestial womb that created the Earth and the heavens, for the

design of the heritage centre in Raichur

In 2020-21, YCF was awarded to articulate a Detailed Project Report (DPR) to conceive a vision

document for a heritage centre in Raichur district of Karnataka with special focus on the Hatti

Gold Mine. The Hutti Gold Mines Company Limited (HGMCL) wanted to place Raichur on the

cultural tourism map with the mine being the basis for the project since it is what gives Raichur

its identity, producing 80% of the gold consumed in India. Towards this end, Anupama Gowda,

Managing Trustee, YCF, worked with Suresh Jayaram, Art Historian, Meeta Jain, Architect and

Space Designer, Saravanan, Creative Technologist and Naveen Mahantesh, Architect and Space

Designer to conceptualise a museum space, a solar park, a space for an annual Hutti Chinnada

Habba or festival, a travelling exhibit, showcasing the story of the mine and a geological research

centre, among other things. The design of the project used the mythological concept of the

hiranyagarbha or golden womb from which our world, pruthvi, and the heavens, swarga, were

created. The museum in particular, makes complete use of this metaphor. Designed in three

levels, it features an underground segment, which gives visitors a sense of the tunnels of the

mine, a ground level segment, which tells the story of the mine and an aerial segment,

channeling the metaphor of swarga, which gives visitors a bird’s-eye view of the entire property.

ACTIVITIES COMPLETED

Proposal to HGMCL for the creation of the Hutti Gold Museum

YCF worked with a team of experts, travelled and documented the whole process extensively to

put together the DPR. The vision document in line with the DPR has been completed and now

awaits approval from the board of the company for implementation.



COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT



Figure 7: Proposed schedule for YCF’s anniversary celebrations on May 30 and 31, 2021

YCF will complete ten years on May 31, 2021. Owing to the ongoing pandemic, all our

celebrations will be conducted online. Through the entire month of March and April as a run up

to the celebration we conducted activities every week with our stakeholders--students,

facilitators, delivery associates, etc.--across Karnataka. These activities included a Future-Me

photoshoot, in which children were encouraged to share photographs of what they want to be

when they grow up, a Haiku poetry workshop and showcase by all our facilitators across

Karnataka, an Open-Mic week, where everyone shared their talents--cooking, singing, yoga,

dancing, etc., and a workshop on design thinking for YCF staff members titled, Wallet Stories

were conducted.



These events will culminate in a two-day conference on May 30 and 31, 2021. On the first day,

the conference will feature a workshop by Sandeep Anirudhan who advocates for the creation of

conscious communities that foster proactive citizenship and a talk by Dr S Sreekant, Director of

the organisation Development through Education, which fights for the rights of adivasis in

Hunsur Taluk of Mysore District, among other things. On the second day, the conference will

feature a keynote address by the educationist and psychologist professor Sreedhara Murthy on

what it means to possess the spirit of youthful thinking, a talk by architect Ajith Andagere on

Samrakshan India, a non-profit that he co-founded to document and conserve traditional

methods of constructing ordinary homes from across the country, a hands-on workshop by

creative technologist Mathura Govindarajan that will get participants to exercise their visual and

spatial thinking abilities and a performance of Bhava Geethe by classical musicians Shlaghya

Vasista and Vishwas Vasishta.

YCF IN THE MEDIA

Figure 8: A newspaper article on the SFG programme
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